
 

 

Tanya and Steve are Newcastle’s #1 for breakfast! With over 20 years on air in Newcastle and the Hunter 

they’ve been there through the good times and not so good times. They love Newcastle and Newcastle 

loves them! Listen to Tanya and Steve on Newcastle’s Triple M from 6-9am weekdays! 

 

 

TANYA WILKS 

 

As a born and bred Novocastrian, Tanya Wilks' knowledge of her home town and its people are only slightly 

overshadowed by her LOVE for all things Newie and the Hunter. On air since the age of 17, enjoying stints 

as both announcer and journalist, Tanya has been number one in breakfast radio for over 20 years. This 

unique position has allowed her audience, which is more family than listeners, to 

grow up with her and witness, warts and all, a life lived publicly for better, for 

worse and sometimes just down right embarrassingly.  Fans love her 

honest, self-deprecating, down to earth take on daily life and trust when 

the big things happen Tanya will always know who and how to bring it to 

them. Since Steve joined Tanya on Triple M Breakfast, they found a match 

made in radio heaven and are excited about where this juggernaut will 

end up. 

 

 

STEVE GRAHAM 

 

With over 25 years of Number 1 rating Breakfast and Drive shows 

on both NXFM and now Triple M, Steve has become part of the fabric 

of Newcastle Radio. Known for his NO B.S approach on all subjects 

he has a knack of getting to the core of what’s going on but always 

with a cheeky smile to remind us all not to take life too seriously. The 

one thing he has built over his years on air is trust with his audience, 

always ready to laugh at himself before anyone else, Steve often jokes 

he has been on Newcastle radio so long he is “Heritage Listed” and 

needs to put in request forms to the council before renovating (botox).If 

the object of any radio host is to be heard as a trusted friend than Steve 

has achieved that in bucket loads now joined with Tanya Wilks another 

Newcastle radio powerhouse he believes the best is yet to come.  

 

 


